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ABSTRACT

Adjusted Tools
by
Angelique Lynch
This thesis supports the Master of Fine Arts exhibition, Adjusted Tools, at the Tipton Gallery,
East Tennessee State University, Johnson City, Tennessee, from August 3rd thru August 29th,
2012. The exhibition is comprised of eight sculptures, which are presented on pedestals and
wall mounted.

The artist references her own investigation of social patterns associated with preconceived
roles of gender and how those patterns relate to housework. The artist experiments with an
array of different materials including wood, stone, steel, and bronze that are fashioned into
forms such as irons, ironing boards, and clothes pins. Topics addressed include influences,
techniques, and methods directly pertaining to the artist's design and construction of
sculpture. Included are images of work procedures as well as documentation of the
exhibition.
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INTRODUCTION

Some of my earliest memories derive from housework. Working with the women in my
family, I was taught how to do laundry, cook, care for others, and many other household
duties. As an artist, I create sculptures that use metaphors of domesticity to investigate
topics of family, gender, and culture. I endeavor to elevate ordinary household tools into
artworks with meaningful resonance. The household tools of daily life become substitutes for
personal symbols and thoughts, providing inspiration for sculptures that reflect memories of
everyday domestic rituals.
Lousie Bourgeois, an important American sculptor, defines sculpture as a compulsion.
“Some people are so obsessed with the past that they die of it. If your need is to refuse to
abandon the past, you have to recreate it. You have to do sculpture” (qtd. in Cajori and
Wallach 3). With this in mind my sculptures are inspired by past experiences of living,
learning, and loving the women who taught me about domestic activities. Like the artwork of
Lousie Bourgeois, my sculptures echo memories of my past and family.
This thesis, Adjusted Tools, includes sculptural works that demonstrate my personal
and expressive capabilities by recreating household tools. My intention is to create artwork
that changes ordinary rituals and habits of domesticity into objects of personal narrative.
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CHAPTER 1
BEGINNINGS
From an early age, I was taught that working within the household was part of life. As a
child, my mother and grandmother kept me near to them, continuously teaching 'women's
work'; like focus and effort, including care for the household and farm animals. As an artist, I
have always felt close to the working traditions of basic household skills, including ironing.
Ironing was a frequent chore I performed as a child. As an artist, I view, however, ironing as a
skill and inspiration for sculptures I create.
During the second year of my graduate art studies, I created the sculpture Shared
Heart (Figure 1). In this piece two forms are joined together to create a poetic narrative about
the love shared between the women in my family. I combined an old wooden ironing board
(found object) handed down through many generations of my family with a carved pink
alabaster heart which for me provokes a sense of respect and empathy.

Figure 1: Shared Heart.
Wooden Ironing Board with Pink Alabaster Heart.
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During a critique with visiting author and art critic, James Elkins, I came to the realization
that sculptures can be expressions of memories of housework and the women who taught me
those skills. In Elkins book, How to Use Your Eyes, he talks about taking time to merely look
at the world around you and the more you look the more the world will unveil. By looking and
working with the ironing board, I am, in a sense, recovering some of the history of the women
in my family. Through this sculpture, I want to illuminate and reconcile with my family roots
and to recast those roots into works of art that voice a contemporary feminist viewpoint. With
this realization, I identified the foundation for my body of work, Adjusted Tools.
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CHAPTER 2
WOMEN'S WORK
Most people have memories of a woman in their lives who could be defined as a
housewife. Author Ann Oakley explains,
One occupational role remains entirely feminine: the role of the
housewife . . . The equation of femaleness with housewifery is basic
to the structure of modern society, and to the ideology of gender
roles which pervades it. (29)
'Women's work' and its responsibilities for and attachment to home connects many women as
a social group. The domestic experiences of housewives differ from household to household,
but the association to tasks and tools is shared. Throughout history, women's contributions
to domestic tasks has simultaneously been expected and ignored. Through my research, I
have come to the conclusion that many feminist writers depict women as victims of ingrained
expectations of domesticity; this perspective focuses on the idea of women's responsibility to
family and domestic life. I appreciate feminist Linda Rodriguez's theory that “the constraints
of being housewives, mothers, and daughters may become potential forces for transforming
their subordination” (44). By acknowledging my own female family members and their
history, I have come to understand “how powerless women are changing everyday power
relations and politics... they learn to recognize and question power within the household and
outside it” (Rodriguez 44) .
Author Susan Strasser states in her book Never Done,
The topic of housework is complex....A history of housework – the
9

individual job done by more people than any other – presents
many more complications. Just as the individual housewife
cannot define her work outside the context of her family's wellbeing or categorize her tasks discretely. So the story of American
housework cannot be separated from the broader social and economic
history of the United States. (13)
Because I am interested in domestic rituals and tools, I search for traces of common
elements in 'women's work,' while reflecting on my personal experiences as a caregiver. When
confronted with conventional opinions supporting old theories about the 'women's work,' I
realize that the ideal housewife is to be acknowledged and celebrated. Through my sculptures,
I choose to treat the concept of 'women's work' as an expression of ingenuity and courage.
Traditional psychology is often inadequate when examining deeper issues important to
women, such as female intuition. Feminist psychology has been defined as,
The ways in which gender does and ought to influence our
conceptions of knowledge, the knowing subject and practices of
inquiry and justification. It identifies ways in which dominant
conceptions and practices of knowledge attribution, acquisition
and justification systematically disadvantage women and other
subordinated groups and strives to reform these conceptions and
practices so that they serve the interest of these groups (Dua v).
Feminist psychologist, Barbara Risman, states that feminism “conceptualizes gender as a
social structure, and by doing so, we can analyze the ways in which gender is embedded at the
individual, interactional, and institutional dimensions of our society” (446). The target
10

behind my sculptural research is to understand myself in view of the larger social and political
aspects of society. Contemporary philosopher and author Clarissa Pinkola Estés likens
women to wolves; she argues that,
Healthy wolves and healthy women share certain psychic
characteristics: keen sensing, playful spirit, and a heightened
capacity for devotion. Wolves and women are relational by nature,
inquiring, possessed of great endurance and strength. They are
deeply intuitive, intensely concerned with their young, their mate
and their pack. They are experienced in adapting to constantly
changing circumstances, they are fiercely stalwart and very brave (2).
My understanding of Estes's unique perspective proposes an approach to art that lies
between imagination and my own physical reality. I believe that sculpture must have a visual
poetry like Estes's narratives, to be achieved without constituting its own limitations. Dr.
Estes explains, “the craft of questions, the craft of stories, the craft of the hands - all these are
the making of something, and that something is soul. Anytime we feed soul, it guarantees
increase” (14).
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CHAPTER 3
TECHNIQUES AND MATERIALS

The tasks of cleaning floors, gathering laundry, and doing dishes feel like sculptural
acts to me. My working process flows between contemplation and construction methods.
Since discovering housework as a personal source of symbolism, sometimes planning a new
sculpture, I think about a particular found element or how to carve or manipulate a form;
other times, the idea for the sculpture comes from inherent memories.
Throughout my student career, I have worked with many types of materials and
techniques. While researching and creating sculptures, I first began to experiment and
understand the nuances of certain materials, such as alabaster stone, wood, steel, and bronze.
By working to perfect sculptural techniques to manipulate these materials I gained the skills
to create different elements for my sculptures. For example, I used my welding skills to create
metal bases for my wooden ironing board tops (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Detail 0f Welding (steel base for wooden ironing board top)
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Figure 3: Detail of Milling Wood

Figure 4: Detail of Joining Wood

As an artist, it is important for me to have a personal connection with the materials that
make up the sculptures. For example, several of my sculptures have elements that are made
from cherry wood. For me, cherry symbolizes the heart, and I associate the wood with caring
for others. The cherry tree of my childhood gave me refuge from troubling times. As a child
when I felt threatened or mistreated, I would climb and sit in that tree for hours on end. This
hard wood, besides being beautifully rich in texture and color, provides my artwork with a
level of significance, beauty, and a sense of spirituality.
Some of the woodworking techniques used to create the body of work, Adjusted Tools,
includes joining, steam-bending, wood burning, and carving. After receiving a graduate
research grant from the College of Graduate Studies at ETSU, I was able to purchase raw
cherry lumber. The lumber had to be prepared for use; this included sanding, cutting, and
milling the boards into useable lengths (Figure 3).
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Figure 5: Detail of Cradle

Figure 6: Detail of Joining Curved Wood

After the preparatory work with the wood was complete, I started the process of
building forms from the material. My first project was basic, and I learned how to join the
wood together to create flat ironing board tops. I began first by cutting the boards into 2 inch
wide strips using a table saw, then re-joined the 2 inch boards together with wood glue and
clamps to create flat forms between 10 and 15 inches wide (Figure 4). Once the joining was
complete and dry, I removed the clamps, re-sanded, and cleaned the surface. Next step was to
lay out the ironing board design and cut that shape from the joined wood using a jigsaw.
Subsequently, after preparing several flat ironing board tops this way, the finishing step was
completed by filing and sanding all sides and edges to perfect the shape of my forms.
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After learning to work with the cherry wood, I was inspired to create a curved ironing board,
which is titled Cradle (Figure 5). To curve the wood, I had to learn a woodworking process
of steam-bending. The process of steam-bending wood offered many new challenges, which
included knowledge of wood grain, timed steam pressurization of the wood, and bending
techniques. When beginning the steam-bending process, the choice of wood depends greatly
upon the wood grain. The wood grain needs to be as straight as possible and not contain any
knots. These two factors will determine if the wood can be bent once it has been steamed.
Once the wood is steamed in a steam box, it is wrapped around a curved form and clamped
down, allowing the wood to take shape as it cools. After each piece is steamed and bent, I use
wood glue and clamps to assemble the curved form (Figure 6). The next step is cutting out the
ironing board shape from the joined wood and completing the project by sanding the wood
until a smooth, even surface is retained.
Another wood working process I employ within some sculptures is wood-burning.
Wood-burning is a process of drawing on wood with a hot soldering iron-type tool.

Figure 7: Always Watching, 2011-12
Series of 4 Cherry and Steel Ironing boards
with wood-burned images
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I draw images by burning lines into the surface of the wood in various contours and degrees of
intensities. The longer the tip of the tool is held on the surface of the wood, the greater the
charring, thus the darker the color. This process adds depth and texture to the drawing.
Always Watching (Figure 7), features four child-sized wooden ironing boards which include
images of small children created by using this technique. With a mixture of empathy and
humor, the images are metaphors for the ups and downs of life, lying somewhere between
sublime aspiration and everyday drudgery.
Many of my sculptures have carved alabaster elements representing everyday objects,
such an irons, buttons, and brooms. For me these objects are symbols which are woven into
the fabric of my life. The carved elements serve as focal points, and are a response to my
present emotions and memories of my past. The 19th Century artist, William H. Hunt,
known for using everyday symbols within his paintings, once stated, "when language was not
transcendental enough to complete the meaning of a revelation, symbols were relied upon for
heavenly teaching, and familiar images, chosen from the known, were made to mirror the
unknown spiritual truth” (qtd. in Mulch).

Figure 8: Color examples of Alabaster Stone
(before carving)

Figure 9: Detail of Stone Tools
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Alabaster, a soft and beautiful stone, contains natural fault lines which allow the stone
to easily fracture. This stone is available in many colors, ranging from translucent whites to
multi colored browns (Figure 8). To start my carving process, I wet the stone with water so I
can locate the fault lines before deciding how to rough out my desired design. The
difference in appearance between colors or changes in the texture are the fault lines within the
stone. Using a variety of tools, including chisels, saws, grinders, drills, and files, I subtract
material to reveal the basic shape of my desired form. While carving, I use a gentle hand on
the delicate stone because it can be easily bruised. Roughing out the stone is a slow and
methodical process; the main tool I use for this process is a hand-held rough diamond edge
file (Figure 9). Next I remove all tool marks from the surface, beginning with a simple wood
rasp. The wood rasp has course, rough, flat, and rounded sides that make quick removal of
deeply incised lines to reveal a semi-smooth surface.

Figure 10: Detail of Sanding Alabaster

Figure 11: Detail of Waxing and Polishing

The next step in the process is sanding the stone before the final step of polishing.
Using several grits of wet sanding sponges and papers, starting with the most coarse 150
grit and continue increasing sanding up to 2000 grit. This process of wet sanding requires
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water, and by rubbing the surface of the stone, all scratches left by the previous sanding paper
are slowly removed (Figure 10). Repeating this process and decreasing grit texture, I can
achieve a smooth, flawless surface. The final step is polishing the completely smooth
surface with wax, which I apply with a buffing wheel attached to a drill. Using power to
buff the stone makes quick work of the wax application (Figure 11). Once the wax is dry, I buff
the stone by hand to bring up a lustrous surface finish.
Carving alabaster is a involved process, and I work the stone to infuse warmth and a
resonance into a formal sculptural design. My decision to work with alabaster is reflected in
its physical properties: the opacity, transparency, and fragility. The stone symbolizes my
emotional content for the artwork. Working the stone takes care and rhythm, by rendering
personal symbols using technical sculptural skills into carving, my artwork is enhanced.
Many of the sculptures I make are fusions of personal artifacts and elements I have
created. Homemade Bread (Figure 12), was crafted using an ax, wooden chopping block, and
a loaf of bread carved from alabaster.

Figure 12: Detail of Homemade Bread, 2012
Ax, wooden chopping block , and carved alabaster
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While the stonework is technically precise, the pairing with found objects incorporates my
personal and coded visual language within each sculpture I create.
My sculptural practice is based on simple elements and techniques. It is work of
cognitive content and experimentation with materials. Anni Albers, a formidable figure in the
history of 20th century Modern art, experimented and explored materials “as a carrier of
meaning” (80). Albers states in her article Working with Materials that,
Material, that is to say unformed or unshaped matter, is the field
where authority blocks independent experimentation less than in
many other fields, and for this reason it seems well fitted to
become the training ground for invention and free speculation. It
is here that even the shyest beginner can catch a glimpse of the
exhilaration of creating, by being a creator while at the same time
he is checked by irrevocable laws set by the nature of the material,
not by man. Free experimentation here can result in the
fulfillment of an inner urge to give form and to give permanence to
ideas, that is to say, it can result in art, or it can result in the
satisfaction of invention in some more technical way (52).
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CHAPTER 4
CREATIVE INFULENCES

Since beginning my journey as a sculptor, I have been inspired by artwork that contains
physiological and psychological perspectives. Many sculptors have inspired my approach to
art, including Lousie Bourgeois, Kiki Smith, and Willie Cole. Like each of these artists, I use
metaphors and symbols in the artwork I create to relate to memories of my past.
Louise Bourgeois was a French-born American artist who, throughout her long career,
consistently challenged ambiguities of gender identity through her artwork. Bourgeois's
psychologically emotional abstract prints, drawings, and sculptures have been a profound
source of inspiration for the artwork I create. Larry Quall states about Bourgeois's art:
Her art process involves the joining of disparate, sometimes
jarringly, clashing elements and feeling in the individual
constituent pieces, whether found or made, to create something
that seems to transcend the conditions of their creation
and of the psyche of their creator. The works are intensely
personal, sometimes wrenchingly so, and yet they speak to the
mystery at the heart of existence in the way that the religious art of
ancient Greece (before it was dematerialized by the aesthetic
“appreciators” of the bourgeois era) or the Middle Ages addressed
the transpersonal directly. (39-41)
My first experience viewing Bourgeois's sculptures was moving and powerful
because I began to understand that sculpture can have a narrative purpose. Throughout
20

Bourgeois's career, she created a series of sculptures titled Spider, which was an inspired
representation of her mother. The pieces are large-scale sculptures whose solid steel linear
legs balance the body above viewers while giving a sense of hovering protection.
In the article Autotopography: Louise Bourgeois as Builder, Meike Bal describes the
sculpture, “Spider is both uncanny and motherly. Or rather, the uncanny, as is well known, is
strange, frightening, and motherly all at once” (195). Bourgeois's art expresses her memories;
in the article Narrative Inside Out, Bal also states that,
Narrative is a function of Bourgeois' architecture because,
uniquely, she infuses form, including the form that informs her
work's architcturality, with memory. Not one of her works leaves
you indifferent to its personal atmosphere. Yet, the memories that
inhabit them cannot really be 'read', because they are personal,
while the works, made public, are no longer uniquely bound to one
person's history. (103)
My sculpture, Once Burnt, constructs a delicate visual space engaging my ideas about
the fragility of memory. This sculpture, a wooden ironing board upon which an alabaster iron
and bronze child hand rests, is infused with my personal narrative about the first chore of
ironing I was responsible for as a child. Like Bourgeois, I consider art as a “parallel “form of
psychoanalysis”, offering privileged and unique access to the unconscious, as well as a form of
psychological release” (Turner). In Bourgeois's own words, “Art is the definition of sanity. It
is the definition of self-realization”. (qtd. in Cajori and Wallach 5)
Another artist who inspires the sculpture I create is Kiki Smith, who uses figurative
forms to express herself through what she refers to as the “social physical” (Castro 32). Smith
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creates sculptures that portray “body based-narratives” (Micucci 55). Smith's concepts and
forms serve to structure her personal impressions and experiences; by using her “aesthetic
representation of fragile internal organs, disengaged body parts, and figures performing
abject postures played a critical role in reintegrating images of the human figure into
contemporary art” (Engberg 66). Smith's artwork pushes social limits; “Smith continues to
provide even greater definition and expansive resonance to the individual and collective
implications inherent in her subject” ( McCormick 1). In an interview for Sculpture Magazine,
Kiki Smith discusses art as:
A place where people express their consciousness, and it's an
infinite space. It's a meeting space between different technologies
and different thought processes, curiosities, and desires. Since it
can have infinite forms and subject matter, it's an extremely free
space. (Castro 35)
In an interview with Carlo McCormick from the Journal of Contemporary Art, Smith states
that she is “reclaiming it, trying to separate yourself from these ideologies that your head is
packed full with” (qtd. in McCormick 4). The investigation into Smith's ideas and artwork
forced me to face unavoidable issues within my own artwork, such as my continuous
understanding of women's work and weaving those investigations into my personal story.
Smith has found “ways to reinterpret women's issues in aesthetic terms, using more subtle
forms of transgression and sometimes challenging accepted feminist views” (Katz 68).
Willie Cole uses metaphors to create artwork that alters ordinary household items, such
as irons, into sculptures and prints. Many of Cole's sculptures are made of “found object”
assemblages. In the article The Other Side, Cochran states:
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By using recycled objects as raw materials, Cole immediately
imbues his work with a human presence. This subtle undertone is
very important. His work is driven by a desire to connect the
present with the past, and he constantly derives inspiration from
the world around him. (29)
Cole states that, “I made a conscious choice to work with objects that had been handled by
humans: iron, doors, shoes, maps, and hairdryers” (qtd. in Gache 26). Like Cole, my artwork
is inspired by using or recreating objects used within the home, such as irons and ironing
boards. Using found objects, such as a pitchfork and a sewing needle, I modify their
meaning and significance. While working on my sculpture Always Sewing (Figure 13), I used
found objects by combining a wooden pitchfork and rolled birch wood to fashion a new form
that resembles a needle within the handle of the pitchfork. This pitchfork-needle combined
with wooden spools, sewing thread, and alabaster carved into the shape of a button assembled
together symbolizes some of my memories about constantly working as a child. All the
elements create a haystack form with the wooden pitchfork penetrating it, which expresses my
memories of tasks and chores of farming and sewing.

Figure 13: Detail of Always Sewing

Figure 14: Detail of Two Brooms
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For artists like Bourgeois, Cole, and Smith, art comes from personal connections to
memories and objects. The personal symbols inside my artwork represent many concepts at
once, each one loaded with associations to home; and through research and crafting the
sculptures I create become lucid. Two Brooms (Figure 14), a sculpture consisting of alabaster
stone carved into two brooms with wooden handles, one large and one small, is a reflection of
the process of learning the task of sweeping taught from mother to daughter. The symbolism
of this sculpture can be interpreted on many levels, such as learning, clearing, and removal of
unwanted dirt or memories. Household tools have a embedded symbolic history. According
to the Book Of Symbols: Reflections On Archetypal Images, an archive for research for
archetypal symbolism,
Throughout the world, the sweeping of house or shop with a
broom is one of the first acts in the ordering of the day; it is reality
and ritual. Broom suggests simplicity through the elimination of
what is unnecessary – The sweeping away of the illusions, strivings
and attachments that clutter consciousness – and alludes to the
emptiness in which unforeseen possibilities of enlightenment can
spontaneously seen possiblilites of enlightenment can
spontaneously emerge. Its association with the humble work of
daily life and keeping house often puts broom in the hands of the
feminine, where it has particular potency. Like the feminine as
anima or self, the broom can transform a space or disturb it,
stirring up the dust, pulling cobwebs out of dark corners. (596)
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY

In the end, the sculptures I create express the persistence of memory. These sculptures
are the result of a research process in which my emotions are recovered, reevaluated,
recognized, and represented as symbols of my own emotional memories. I have discovered
that art can convey my personal narrative but at the same time serve as my voice about the
collective identity of most women and their association to 'woman's work'. Recovering the
history of the women in my family acknowledges their relevance both then and now and how I
understand my female struggle for equality.
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Cradle
Steam-bent Cherry, Milk Paint
53” x 35” x 13 1/2”
2011

29

Once Burnt
Alabaster, Cherry, Steel, Bronze, Found Object
45” x 53” x 16”
2012

30

Always Sewing
Alabaster, Cherry, Birch, Found Objects
74” x 29” x 35”
2012

31

Homemade Bread
Alabaster, Found Objects
59” x 18” x 14”
2012
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Two Brooms
Alabaster, Cherry
Large 53” x 9” x 1- 3/4” Small 34” x 6” x 1-1/2”
2012

33

Shared Heart
Alabaster, Found Object
38” x 53” x 13”
2010

34

Shared Heart -detail
Alabaster, Found Object
38” x 53” x 13”
2010

35

Clothes Pin
Pine, Steel
70” x 13” x 9”
2012

36

Always Watching 1 of 4
Wood burnt Cherry, Steel
22” x 8-1/2” x 28”
2011 – 2012
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Always Watching 2 of 4
Wood burnt Cherry, Steel
22” x 8-1/2” x 28”
2011 – 2012

38

Always Watching 3 of 4
Wood burnt Cherry, Steel
22” x 8-1/2” x 28”
2011 – 2012
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Always Watching 4 of 4
Wood burnt Cherry, Steel
22” x 8-1/2” x 28”
2011 – 2012
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VITA
ANGELIQUE LYNCH
Education:

Master of Fine Arts, Sculpture
East Tennessee State University
Johnson City, Tennessee, 2012
Bachelor of Arts, Three-Dimensional Arts
East Tennessee State University
Johnson City, Tennessee, 2005

Teaching Experience:
2011 Instructor of Record, Graduate Teaching
3-D Design, ETSU
2010 Graduate Assistant, 3-D Design, ETSU
Supervising Professor: Kevin Reaves
2009 Graduate Assistant, Outdoor Sculpture
Supervising Professor: Catherine Murray
Related Experience:

2009 – 2012 Sculpture studio assistant
(studio maintenance, assist and supervise students)
2008 Studio assistant
Mel Chin, Bernard, North Carolina
2006 Studio assistant
Mel Chin, Bernard, North Carolina

Exhibitions:

2012 Adjusted Tools, solo exhibition, Tipton Street Gallery,
Johnson City, Tennessee
2011 Composed – An Annual Graduate Exhibition, Carroll Reece
Museum, Johnson City, Tennessee
2011 Mountain Visions, (Juror: Greg Shelnutt), Carroll Reece
Museum, Johnson City, Tennessee
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2010 Stimulus – An Annual Graduate Exhibition, Carroll Reece
Museum, Johnson City, Tennessee
2008 ETSU Sculpture (And Others) Alumni Exhibit, Curated by
Catherine Murray, for TriState Sculptors Education
Association Annual Conference
2008 23rd Annual Sculpture Celebration, Caldwell Art Council,
Lenoir, North Carolina
2006 21st Annual Sculpture Celebration, Caldwell Art Council,
Lenoir, North Carolina
2005 Sculpture 2005: An Exhibition of Sculpture by ETSU
Students, Nelson’s Fine Art Gallery, Johnson City,
Tennessee
2005 Wryd Ways, solo exhibition, Nelson's Fine Art Gallery,
Johnson City, Tennessee
2005 Redefining Space: Tri-State Sculptors Annual Conference
Student Exhibition, Appalachian State University,
Boone, North Carolina
2005 27th Annual Johnson City Area Arts Council Art Show,
Reece Museum, Johnson City, Tennessee
2005 20th Annual Sculpture Celebration, Caldwell Art Council,
Lenoir, North Carolina
2005 Depth Perception, ETSU Sculptors group exhibition,
Nelson's Fine Art Gallery, Johnson City, Tennessee
2005 Everybody's Art Car Parade (WMD Warehouse of Mass
Distribution), Collaboration with Mel Chin
and ETSU students, Johnson City, Tennessee and
Houston, Texas
2004 The Option, group exhibition, curated by Mel Chin, Slocumb
Gallery, Johnson City, Tennessee
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Awards:

2011 Mountain Visions 2011: A Regional Juried Exhibition, curated
by Greg Shelnutt, Carroll Reece Museum, Johnson City,
Tennessee

2011 ETSU School of Graduate Studies Student Research Grant,
East Tennessee State University, Johnson City,
Tennessee
2010 Steele-Reece Scholarship, Penland School of Crafts
Mark Gardner and Stoney Lamar--Not Your
Grandad's Ball and Claw (carving), Penland, North
Carolina
2005 Tristate Sculptors Memorial Scholarship, Tri-State Sculptors,
Greensboro, North Carolina
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